Component Characterization
-the polarizing plate separation changes across the chamber to generate a spatially encoded signal. The CSM is measured by moving the chamber across a narrow field. 
Calculation Theory
The IQM detector is a transmission chamber that fully encompasses the radiation beam. The signal is comprised of contributions from open regions of the field as well as attenuated radiation passing through beam collimating elements. For a beam segment of monitor units, signal contributions across the area of the chamber is given by the equation: 
Introduction
The IQM system (iRT Germany) verifies treatment delivery through unique signal measurement:
• Encodes field shape • Segment (control point) level resolution • Sensitive to aperture position Requires an accurate calculation of signal to compare to measurement. 
IMRT Results

Measurement compared to calculation:
• 580 apertures on Elekta Agility • 338 apertures on Varian Truebeam  Agreement within ±4% for 95% of segments  Outliers associated with small area segments
Conclusions
A calculation method has been developed to predict the measured IQM signal within a reasonable tolerance for clinical IMRT fields.
